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Local Excitation, Scattering, and Interference of Surface Plasmons
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The optical probe of a scanning near-field optical microscope is shown to act as apoint source
of surface plasmon(SP) polaritons on gold and silver films. Plasmon excitation manifests itself
by emission of light in the direction of the SP resonance angle, originating from an area with the
shape of a dipole radiation pattern whose extension is given by the SP decay length. Interaction
with selected, individual surface inhomogeneities gives rise to characteristic modifications of the
emitted radiation, which provide detailed information about SP scattering, reflection, and interference
phenomena. [S0031-9007(96)01079-4]

PACS numbers: 78.66.Bz, 42.25.Hz, 42.30.Va, 71.36.+c
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Surface plasmons (SP) in thin metallic films have be
studied extensively [1]. Their properties with regard
such parameters as material constants and film thick
are well understood. Little is known, however, abo
the effects of individual perturbations of film homogen
ity, although the measurable SP properties are stro
influenced by the presence of adsorbed particles, g
boundaries, growth hillocks, etc.

The lack of detailed information is primarily a cons
quence of classical experimental techniques [2,3], wh
produceextended-planeSP waves and detect SP effec
averaged over macroscopic-sizedareas. More recently
scanned probe techniques have been used to mo
locally the intensity of extended-plane SP waves [
11] generated by means of the well-known Kretschm
technique [3].

Our experimental investigations were inspired by
idea of generating anSP point sourcethat can selec-
tively irradiate a structure of interest on a metal surfa
A source of this kind would allow SP interactions to
studied with the individual, selected surface structures
perturbed by the mess of scattered wavelets produce
extended waves. The optical probe of an emission-m
aperture scanning near-field optical microscope (SNO
[12–14] appears predestined for this purpose: The ligh
its apex is confined to a spot with a diameter much sma
than the wavelength of the corresponding SP. Its Fou
transform hence comprises components with finite am
tude atkSP , which is the wave vector of the SP exceedi
that of freely propagating light (k0) at a given excitation
frequency. Furthermore, the positioning capability of
SNOM allows SP interactions with purposefully selec
features to be studied in a systematic way. It will be sho
that, in addition, the direction of SP emission can be c
sen at will by adjusting the polarization of the light sour
appropriately.

First observations made with such an SP point sou
will be presented in this Letter. A transmission SNO
with a specific light detection scheme, a “TNOM” [15
was used for this purpose. In addition to the classic
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refracted,allowed light, the radiation emitted into th
classically forbidden directions is also detected in th
TNOM configuration. These two regimes are separa
by the critical angleuc  arcsins1ynd  41.12± (n is the
refractive index of the glass substrate). The capability
detect forbidden light is instrumental for the investigati
of SP resonance radiation. The latter is emitted from
planar metal film into the substrate at an angle ofuSP 
arcsinskSP ynk0d . uc as a consequence of the pha
matching requirement [1].

The optical probes in our experiments were aluminu
coated glass fiber tips with a 50–100 nm radius aper
[Fig. 1(a)]. The light source was either a HeNe or an A1

laser, i.e.,l  633 or 514 nm. The illumination scheme
.
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FIG. 1. TNOM: (a) Scanning electron microscopy image
the apex of a typical aperture NFO fiber probe. (b) Origi
setup, from [15]. P: tube piezo, SFD: shear force detec
NFO-p: near-field optical probe, M: mirror. (c) Setup f
the investigation of spatial and angular distributions of
transmitted light. (d) Typical topography of a silver film us
as sample (roughnessø1 nm, height of protrusionsø40 nm).
© 1996 The American Physical Society 1889
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and the two detection arrangements used are show
Figs. 1(b) and 1(c).

The detector configuration in Fig. 1(b) is described
detail in Ref. [15]. Forbidden and allowed light from th
sample film (S), after passing through a glass hemisp
(H), are directed onto the two photomultipliers (PM
by an elliptical mirror (EM) and an objective lens (L
respectively. This setup was used primarily to gene
scan images.

The detection setup in Fig. 1(c) is designed for dir
observation of SP propagation and angular distribu
of the emitted resonance radiation. For this purpose,
sample is placed on an inverted microscope (Zeiss
iovert 10) equipped with a403, N.A.  1.3 immersion
objective (O) and a charge coupled device camera.
sides the allowed light, restricted to a circle with rad
rc, the objective also captures the forbidden radiation w
divergence up to 60±.

The samples were silver and gold films of60 6 20 nm
thickness, evaporated onto thin cover slides. All samp
were checked for reflectivity quenching atuSP [3]. A
typical topographic (shear force) image of such a film
depicted in Fig. 1(d). The flatness of the film surface
interrupted only by a number of small protrusions (brig
spots), which might be growth hillocks of the film o
irregularities of the glass substrate.

First, the angular distributions of the radiation transm
ted by gold and silver films were examined. This w
possible with both setups after the minor modifications
replacing the elliptical mirror and objective lens by a P
laroid cassette in Fig. 1(b), and defocusing the objec
in Fig. 1(c) such that the radiation from the sample lea
the tubus lens (T) as a collimated beam.

Without a metal film and with the near-field optic
(NFO) probe in retracted position, the transmitted lig
is restricted to a sharply defined circular area, its rad
corresponding touc as expected. When the NFO pro
is at operating distance, the illumination extends ove
considerably larger area with diffuse borders, owing
the presence of forbidden light.

The emission patterns recorded for gold and silver fi
are radically different. For unpolarized light, a sharp
defined, thin ring is observed [Fig. 2(a), 515 nm, silve
which breaks up into a pair of crescents when linea
polarized light is used for excitation [Fig. 2(b), 633 nm
gold] [16]. The radii correspond tou  44.3± and43.8±,
which can be readily identified as the respective
resonance anglesuSP [1].

The crescent shape in Fig. 2(b) and its orientation,
along the direction of polarization, are further evidence
SP generation: As a mainly longitudinal, compressio
electron density wave, the SP propagates only in
direction of the electric field. In addition, the larger wid
of the crescents compared to that of the ring supports
assignment, as the gold SP is damped more strongly
the silver SP.
1890
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FIG. 2. Angular distribution of transmitted radiation: (a
silver film, l  514 nm, elliptic polarization, detection schem
of Fig. 1(b) (with modifications; see text); (b) gold film
l  633 nm, linear polarization along$E, detection scheme o
Fig. 1(c).

Film thickness was chosen such that the film appea
almost opaque upon visual inspection. In fact, practica
no light was transmitted when the NFO probe was
enough away from the film surface. The signal gre
exponentially during approach. Its decay constant equa
that of an evanescent wave created by total reflection
wave incident atuSP . The maximum signal was measure
about 30 nm away from contact. At smaller distanc
the intensity of the resonant radiation decreased abrup
ending at a (20–30)% lower value at shear force cont
The decrease is caused by the influence of the metal-co
NFO probe on the propagation of the SP, an assump
supported by numerical simulation results obtained w
methods described in previous publications [17].

The path of SP propagationbecomes visible in the de
tection scheme in Fig. 1(c) when the objective is focus
properly at the metal-film/glass interface. The images
tained map the spatial distribution of SP intensity, as e
point of the interface emits resonance radiation in prop
tion to its SP excitation.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) reproduce two frames from
video sequence [16] taken while raster scanning a3mm 3

3mm area of a silver film. Two extended lobes are seen
shine up in each of the images. They actually appear o
when the NFO probe is at operating distance, in contr
to the bright central spot produced by directly transmitt
radiation from the NFO probe (to localize the tip throug
the objective, a smaller film thickness than in the previo
experiments was chosen). The spot is diffraction limit
in size but, owing to overexposure, appears to hav
diameter of4 mm.

The two SP lobes are oriented along the directi
of polarization of the incident light, consistent wit
Fig. 2(b). A cut through the intensity distribution alon
the main axis, averaged over five scan lines in Fig. 3
is shown in Fig. 3(c). The lateral variation of the S
intensity roughly fits by an

ISP ~ se2rylSP yrd cos2 w (1)

dependence, wherer and w are polar coordinates. Thi
behavior is characteristic for damped radiation from
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FIG. 3. Maps of spatial distribution and strength of SP
a silver film, l  633 nm [setup of Fig. 1(c), microscop
focused to film/glass interface]. (a), (b)50 mm 3 70 mm-
sized frames from a video sequence [16], corresponding to
positions of the NFO probe separatedø1 mm along a scan line
of Fig. 1(d). (c) Data points: Cross section through the lo
intensity profile along the main symmetry axis; line:e2rylSP yr
function fitted by the wings of the profile.

dipole in two dimensions [18]. The resulting decay co
stantlSP  8 6 2 mm is in fair agreement with literatur
data (9 13 mm) [19,20]. To obtain a decent fit, the ce
ter of the fit function depicted in Fig. 3(c) together wi
the experimental data had to be displaced by about3 mm
with respect to the bright spot. The origin of the displa
ment is not yet understood. It remained constant du
scanning, which could indicate an asymmetry of the ap
ture and/or the metal coating forming its rim.

The intensity distribution within the lobes shows co
siderable fine structure, frequently in the shape of “finge
and abrupt steps. During scanning, the bright stripes o
fingers and the dark ones in between drift through the lo
in a systematic manner, resembling the beams emitte
a rotating mirror beacon. The variations are obvious fr
a comparison of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), which are taken fr
two positions of the same scan line about1 mm apart. The
o

assumption that the protrusions (bright spots) in Fig. 1
block, scatter, and reflect the SP wave at the NFO pro
i.e., as the SP source passes, is close at hand.

The interaction of the SP point source with the irreg
larities of a silver film turned out to cause peculiar (quas
interference effects in NFO images of gold and silver film
Figure 4 shows the results obtained with a Ag film of t
type used for Fig. 2(a). The shear force image [Fig. 4(
depicts a surface quite similar to that in Fig. 1(d): It
flat within about 1 nm, except for a few protrusions, 50
300 nm in diameter and,40 nm in height.

In the “forbidden” light image, Fig. 4(b), intensity
fringes surround protrusions A and B as concentric rin
The amplitude of modulation can be up to 10% of t
average signal level. The azimuthal variation of t
amplitude corresponds to the direction of polarization
the probe light. The period of undulation is240 6 5 nm,
i.e., exactly one-half oflSP . The undulations hence mus
be caused by interference effects between incident
and scattered secondary SP waves emerging from
protrusions.

It should be emphasized, however, that the obser
fringes cannot represent a true interference pattern
each pixel of the scan image represents an average
the radiation from an area of about200 mm2 (cf. Fig. 3).
Hence, variations in the intensity with position cannot
expected to correlate markedly with the local intensity
the SP excitation. Instead, the undulations indicate
influence of the scattered SPs on the overall excita
of and radiation from the plasmon field. Although th
mechanism is not yet well understood, the undulat
amplitude is obviously proportional to the secondary
intensity and thus is a measure of the SPySP scattering
efficiency of a given scattering center.

In the “allowed” light image, Fig. 4(c), the mos
intriguing feature is a set of hyperbolic fringes near t
prominent protrusion A. They can be fitted over a siza
area to the family of confocal hyperbolas with foci
A and B and a separation oflSPy2 on the A-B axis.
The formation of hyperbolas means that thedifferencein
distance between the NFO probe and the two scatte
centers, modulolSPy2, is the dominant parameter in th
allowed image. It follows that in allowed light we observ
-
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FIG. 4. TNOM scan images of60 6 20 nm silver film,
256 3 256 pixels, 5 msypixel scan rate, setup of Fig. 1(b): (a
shear force signal/topography, (b) forbidden, and (c) allow
light (l  514 nm).
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the interference between thelight waves radiated from
two different scattering centers into the glass substr
i.e., out of the film.

In summary, an SP wave with (two-dimensional) dip
radiation characteristics emerges from the NFO pr
when the latter is positioned in close proximity to a g
or silver film. The interaction of the SP with individua
nanometer-sized film structures manifests itself in
intensity distribution of the emission lobes and of
NFO scan images. This may open new perspective
SP spectroscopy and scattering studies on the bas
specific, local experiments.
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